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Safe Methods to
Discharge Public
Swimming Pool Water
Best Management Practices

The
Breakdown
Public swimming pools are common in indoor and outdoor
recreational areas, spas, hotels, and multi-residential properties.
You may work at a site that maintains one or more of these public
swimming pools. As the season progresses into fall and winter,
swimming pools need to cleaned and maintained for the upcoming
period of low or no usage.
Public or commercial swimming pools will be partially drained to a
lower water level for the winter season. Pool and spa water often
contain added chemicals such as chlorine and bromine for the
purpose of keeping pool water clean and sanitary. When improperly
maintained, drained, or discharged, these chemicals can be harmful
to our local aquatic plants and animals.

Applying the following best practices in the care of public
swimming pools during the colder months helps to protect the
quality of both our public pools and our water resources.

Public pools need to be winterized for the upcoming period of little to no use.

Regular
Maintenance
Closing a public swimming pool is a multi-step process of which partial drainage is just one part of. Make
sure your public swimming pool is well maintained year round. For more information and advice on all
steps regarding closing a pool, please reach out your professional pool maintenance company or consult
local guidelines and regulations. You can also reach out to the agencies in the Here to Help section below.

Public Pools with a
Sanitary Sewer Connection
Public swimming pools in the county are permitted to operate, and they are often connected to a sanitary
sewer. If this option is available, it is the recommended approach. You should never drain water from
your pool to a driveway, street, drainage ditch or into a nearby storm drain. When it rains, these areas
feed directly to our local streams, where they can have detrimental impacts.

When No Sanitary Sewer
Connection is Available
If the excess public swimming
pool water cannot be practically
discharged to the sanitary sewer,
there are several guidelines that
should be followed:
If you do decide to discharge
your water on your business
property's grounds, make sure
to take the above proactive steps
and more to ensure that your
neighbor's properties do not
suffer water related damages to
their property as a result.
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Let the chlorine dissipate

Hold the water in the pool for a period of 2 weeks to allow the chlorine to
dissipate. Once the two weeks are over, test the water to check the chlorine
levels. The chlorine levels should be undetectable. If not, hold the water in
the pool for longer and test again.
Use the pool water for irrigation

Once the chlorine has dissipated, use the water for irrigation where the water
will not flow into a stream or a storm drain system. Warning: Do not use pool
water from a saltwater pool for irrigation. Additional desalination steps may
be needed prior to discharging from a saltwater pool.
Let it flow and filter

If you must discharge pool water into the ground, make sure that the excess
pool water flows over at least feet of vegetated surface. Add hay bails,
socks and booms, or other filtration means to help slow down the water and
to eliminate solids.

Pump from the surface

Pump from the surface of the pool so as not to disturb any settled solids at
the bottom. The settled solids should be cleaned out and disposed of as part
of regular pool maintenance.

Temperature
and pH
Local aquatic plants and wildlife
survive within certain ranges.
Sudden changes can disrupt local
ecosystems. In addition to chlorine
levels, pH and temperature should
also be tested:

Temperature

pH

The discharge should not
raise temperatures by more
than a total of 5 degrees.

The pH should be between
6 and 9 standard units.

Here to Help
Community Partners for Healthy Streams

(770) 435-7815

Cobb County Environmental Health

(770) 419-6303

Cobb Stormwater Environmental Compliance

(770) 419-6435
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